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Para Jumble T2 Quiz 14

Direction: Given below the sentences each of which has been divided into five parts out of which the first part has been marked bold. Each of the questions is then followed by the five options which give the sequence of the rearranged parts. You must choose the option which gives the correct sequence of the parts. If the sentence is already arranged or the correct sequence doesn't match any of the given sequence, mark (E) .i.e. "None of the above" as your answer.

1. **The Cabinet decision last week to set up the International Coalition** / towards tackling climate and other environmental (A) / for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure is yet (B) / crises confronting the world (C) / another leadership effort by India (D) /
   
   A. DBCA   B. BCAD   C. BDAC   D. ACDB   E. None of the above

2. **Global conditions do matter, but** / come internally, instead of (A) / India is uniquely placed as a large economy (B) / depending on export markets (C) / whose major activity, wealth- and job-creation (D)
   
   A. DBCA   B. BCAD   C. BDAC   D. ACDB   E. None of the above

3. **With greater segmentation of credit and different kinds of** / large banks that can lend to large companies (A) / as small finance banks, regional banks, non-banking financial companies and fintech serving (B) / banks catering to different customer classes such (C) / the small borrowers, India can do with a few more (D)
   
   A. DBCA   B. CBDA   C. BDAC   D. CDBA   E. None of the above

4. **Orissa’s is an outstanding example of learning** / acquired the hard way with (A) / every reason to share the expertise (B) / to cope with disasters, and there is (C) / other Indian states and other nations. (D)
   
   A. DBCA   B. CADB   C. BDAC   D. CBAD   E. None of the above

5. **The move to subsidise sugar exports, without** / areas unsuited for the crop, will tide (A) / any move to discourage cane cultivation in (B) /only to further misallocate resources (C) / over an immediate political problem. (D)
   
   A. BADC   B. CADB   C. BDAC   D. ACDB   E. None of the above
6. The whole curriculum was / make desired modifications (A) / so that the participants could (B) / announced by the higher authorities (C) / before the competition starts (D)
   A. ADCB  B. BCDA  C. CBAD  D. CBDA  E. The sentence is correct

7. One fine day Pandavas and Draupadi / and felt as if their own lives (A) / Krishna had gone back to his original abode (B) / heard the news that (C) / were of no use (D).
   A. CBAD  B. DBAC  C. BCDA  D. CABD  E. No rearrangement required

8. There are no winners or losers / at the end of a war, while there are (A) / only those who were dead and then the unlucky ones (B) / and those who survived are constantly drowned in (C) / tidal waves of guilt, regret, and pain of losing loved ones (D)
   A. DBCA  B. BCAD  C. BDAC  D. ACDB  E. No rearrangement required

9. India's significance on the / became a founder member of the League of Nations (A) / conditions of war and India (B) / history rather than by the pomp and (C) / international stage was moulded by (D)
   A. DBCA  B. DCBA  C. BDAC  D. ACDB  E. No rearrangement required

10. It is a common trait in a few humans / from the misfortune of others and (A) / to gain solace (B) / them feel good only for that instant (C) / feeling good in wicked joy but such instincts can make (D)
    A. BCAD  B. BDAC  C. ACDB  D. BADC  E. No rearrangement required
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**Explanations:**

1. We’ll try to find the correct sequence of fragments using elimination technique here.

   If we read the opening fragment clearly, we can deduce that the next fragment should continue with the name or purpose of the ‘International Coalition’. The fragment B fits perfectly as the following fragment. **Thus, opening fragment and fragment B make a mandatory pair.**

   This eliminates options A and D immediately.

   Further, fragment B ends with ‘yet’ and fragment D begins with ‘another’ and they make sense together. **Thus, fragment B and fragment D also make a mandatory pair.** Option B also gets eliminated here.

   Now, if we read the sequence of fragments given in option C, we find that they make a meaningful sentence together. Evidently, the correct sequence of fragments is: **BDAC**

   Option C is hence the correct answer.

2. We’ll try to find the correct sequence of fragments using elimination technique here.

   If we read the opening fragment clearly, we can deduce that the presence of ‘but’ indicates that the following part is of an idea contrary to the portion given in bold. While the bold part speaks about global conditions, the fragment B opens with India’s condition, thus confirming fragment B as the following fragment. **Thus, opening fragment and fragment B make a mandatory pair.**

   This eliminates options A and D immediately.

   Further, fragment B mentions ends with the mention of the Indian economy and fragment D opens with ‘whose’ i.e., it refers to the economy. **Thus, fragment B and fragment D also make a mandatory pair.** Option B also gets eliminated here.

   Now, if we read the sequence of fragments given in option C, we find that they make a meaningful sentence together. Evidently, the correct sequence of fragments is: **BDAC**

   Option C is hence the correct answer.

3. We’ll try to find the correct sequence of fragments using elimination technique here.
If we read the opening fragment clearly, we can deduce that the next fragment should talk about different kinds of credit facilities. Since fragment C talks about banks it is confirmed that fragment B is the following fragment. **Thus, opening fragment and fragment B make a mandatory pair.**

This eliminates options A and C immediately.

Further, fragment C mentions ends with ‘such’ and fragment B begins with ‘as’ and continues with examples of banks. **Thus, fragment C and fragment B also make a mandatory pair.** Option D also gets eliminated here.

Now, if we read the sequence of fragments given in option B, we find that they make a meaningful sentence together. Evidently, the correct sequence of fragments is: **CBDA**

Option B is hence the correct answer.

4. We’ll try to find the correct sequence of fragments using elimination technique here.

If we read the opening fragment clearly, we can deduce that the next fragment should continue explaining what the learning is about. This is done in fragment C and it is confirmed that fragment C is the following fragment. **Thus, opening fragment and fragment C make a mandatory pair.**

This eliminates options A and C immediately.

Further, fragment C ends with ‘is’ and fragment B begins with singular ‘every reason’. **Thus, fragment C and fragment B also make a mandatory pair.** Option B also gets eliminated here.

Now, if we read the sequence of fragments given in option D, we find that they make a meaningful sentence together. Evidently, the correct sequence of fragments is: **CBAD**

Option D is hence the correct answer.

5. We’ll try to find the correct sequence of fragments using elimination technique here.

Out of all the given options, only option B makes sense when paired with the fragment given in bold. **Thus, opening fragment should be followed by fragment B.**

This eliminates options B and D immediately.

Further, fragment B mentions cultivation and fragment A talks about areas where is cultivation is done despite being unsuitable for the crop. **Thus, fragment B and fragment A also make a pair.** Option C also gets eliminated here.

Now, if we read the sequence of fragments given in option A, we find that they make a meaningful sentence together. Evidently, the correct sequence of fragments is: **BADC**

Option A is hence the correct answer.

6. We’ll try to find the correct sequence of fragments using elimination technique here.
If we read the opening fragment clearly, we can deduce that the original fragment can be followed by fragment C only, as ‘was + V3’ is grammatically correct.

Thus option A and option B are eliminated

Now option C and option D are left. For concluding the sentence, fragment D is a better option than fragment A. This eliminates option D.

Now, if we read the sequence of fragments given in option C, we find that they make a meaningful sentence together. Evidently, the correct sequence of fragments is: **CBDA**

Option C is hence the correct answer.

7. We’ll try to find the correct sequence of fragments using elimination technique here.

If we read the opening fragment clearly, we can deduce that it can be followed by a verb. Fragment B starts with ‘Krishna’, it is hence unfit to follow the original fragment.

This eliminates option C immediately.

In case fragment D follows the original fragment, then further fragment D and fragment B do not make a relevant pair. Thus option B is also eliminated.

We are now left with option A (CBAD) and option D (CABD) as fragment C will surely follow the opening fragment. Fragment C cannot be followed by fragment A as it will be grammatically wrong. So option D is also wrong.

Now, if we read the sequence of fragments given in option A, we find that they make a meaningful sentence together. Evidently, the correct sequence of fragments is: **CBAD**

Option A is hence the correct answer.

8. The arrangement ABCD is correct grammatically and contextually.

Option E is hence the correct answer.

9. We’ll try to find the correct sequence of fragments using elimination technique here.

If we read the opening fragment clearly, we can deduce that the fragment A and fragment B cannot
follow it as ‘became’ will be grammatically incorrect

This eliminates option C and option D.

Further, the absence of article ‘the’ in fragment B makes it incorrect to follow fragment D.

This eliminates option A.

Now, if we read the sequence of fragments given in option B, we find that they make a meaningful sentence together. Evidently, the correct sequence of fragments is: DCBA

Option B is hence the correct answer.

10. Let us try to eliminate wrong options one by one. It can be deduced from the original fragment that it can be only followed by fragment B to make it grammatically relevant.

This eliminates option C.

Further, we see that fragment B and fragment A make a mandatory pair.

This eliminates option A and option B.

Now, if we read the sequence of fragments given in option D, we find that they make a meaningful sentence together. Evidently, the correct sequence of fragments is: BADC

Option D is hence the correct answer.
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